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distinct areas, the recently completed

Ambiguous Edges, 18.09—24.09.2018

housing development Sonnwendviertel

Workshop taught by: Tom Avermaete,
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Daniela Herold, Lisa Schmidt-Colinet.
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The debate The Role of Architecture for

Koreman, Marthijn Pool

Exhibition on view:
25.09.-04.10.2018
Mo.-Fri.
14:00h-18:00h

24.09.MoNDAY

Guided Tour:
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the Urban Commons wants to explicitly address the role of architecture and
architects in creating an urban commons.
Relying on experiences in the Netherlands and Austria the debate wants to
explore how architectural interventions
can play a role in unlocking common
resources (spatial, practical, material) in
our contemporary cities.
Participants: Simonetta Ferfoglia, artist
(gangart), Wolfgang Förster (initiator
of IBA_Vienna 2022), Kristian Koreman
landscape architect (ZUS, Rotterdam),
Marthijn Pool architect (Space&Matter, Amsterdam), Bernd Vlay, architect
(StudioVlayStreeruwitz),

students

of

the workshop, Tom Avermaete, Daniela
Herold, Lisa Schmidt-Colinet.

Location:
GB* Stadtteilbüro
für die Bezirke 3, 4, 5,
10, 11, Quellenstrasse
149, 1100 Vienna

13:00h - 17:00h
Ambiguous Edges
Final presentation of the workshop
Walk along Sonnwendgasse
18:00h
Constructing the Commons
Opening of the Exhibition
19:00h
Debate: The Role of Architecture for
the Urban Commons

